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Abstract – Possibilities for digital measurement of absolute po-
sition using only one code track are considered in this paper. It
is provided using an especial code technique based on pseudo-
random binary sequences. Problems in the field of microposi-
tioning are considered and a concrete solution is proposed. A
method for parallel reading of pseudorandom code using linear
photodetector array is applied.
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I. Introduction

One good alternative to the classical absolute encoder is the
absolute encoder that uses the longitudinal code technique.
The absolute position is coded by applying one code track
with a pseudorandom binary sequence so that each group of
� successive bits represents a unique code word. Two succes-
sive code words are overlapping and they differ only in one
bit. Summary of basic problems in realization of pseudoran-
dom encoders is given in [5]. Basic dilemma is about the ap-
plication of the parallel code reading method or the method
of serial pseudorandom code reading, Fig. 1. In the reference
[6], a solution of parallel code reading is given in case of
an application of the pseudorandom encoder with large mea-
surement scale and with a relatively low measurement resolu-
tion. Application of � sensor heads for reading of � bit code
words is problematic when dealing with high measurement
resolution. In that case we use a linear integrated photode-
tector array [1] or CCD cameras. Disadvantage of such an
approach is a significant time of signal processing at the out-
put of these complex detection circuits and that is why these
solutions are unacceptable for commercial encoders of high
resolutions. Serial pseudorandom code reading [8,9] simpli-
fies pseudorandom encoder and enables greater measurement
resolution, but at the same time owns a disadvantage. Pseu-
dorandom encoder with a serial code reading requires small
initial movement for the first determination of the position
after the power is turned on. For many applications and also
for the commercial optical encoders this is not a problem,
but this solution still does not represent a real absolute en-
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Fig. 1. Absolute position � is entirely identified by the pseudoran-
dom code word ������ � �� ���� �

coder. It owns all good features of an absolute encoder, it is
almost as simple as an incremental encoder, very reliable and
it has recently appeared on the market and represents a real
hit. It is called a virtual absolute encoder because of the in-
duced disadvantage above. However, there are applications
where requiring of an initial movement after power is turned
on is not desirable for determining the first absolute position.
There are some special applications where it is impossible
to demand such initial movement, such as systems for level
measurement by using digital position converters. Thus it is
very interesting to consider the possibilities of realization of
the real high-resolution absolute pseudorandom encoder us-
ing a method of parallel code reading. Because of a great
need for such a solution, in this paper, a possibility of algo-
rithm solution acceleration using linear integrated photode-
tector array for parallel pseudorandom code reading, will be
considered.

II. Pseudorandom Code and Its Usage in
Encoders

The method of pseudorandom encoding, which for absolute
position determining requires only one code track, represents
an attractive alternative to the classic measurement method.
Its advantages are significant in case of high-resolution po-
sition encoders and linear position encoders with very long
code tracks. A coding is based on the ”window property” of
PRBSs ������� � �� �� ���� �n � ��. According to this, any
� - bit code word ����� �� ���� � �� ���� �� provided by
a window ������� � �� ���� ��, of width � scanning the
PSBSs, is unique and may fully identify windows absolute
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position � relative to the beginning of sequence, Fig. 1.
As shown on Fig. 1, code words are now arraying linearly

or longitudinally (but not transversely like in case of classic
coding), and they overlap. The first ��� �� bits of such code
word are identical to the last ����� ones of the previous code
word. Therefore, in contrast to transverse coding technique,
which requires writing of a definite digital code in the trans-
verse direction for each sector of code device, this method
enables coding with one bit per sector.

III. Solutions Based of the Linear Photodetector
Array

Commercial integrated photodetector arrays are available on
the market with different intervals between photodetectors.
Those intervals are 13 �m, 10 �m, 7 �m and smaller. Num-
ber of photodetectors can be few thousands, thus few tenths
of sensors are used for one bit reading. Because of a exactly
defined interval between two detectors, it is possible to use
large number of photodetectors in order to increase a preci-
sion of absolute position measurement. A solution presenting
basic principles of so far known solutions for parallel reading
using linear photodetectors array is shown in references [1],
[11]. A code track of transparent type is applied, so that there
is a light source at one side and at other side is an integrated
circuit, which consists of a linear photodetector array. This
integrated circuit often offers a possibility of serial reading
of photodetectors output signal. In case of using circuits with
� photodetectors, after � tact pulses a read state is put into a
shift register. Let us read ���	� bits and let nominal value of
photodetectors number per one code bit be 
. � is a number
of bits needed for detecting the absolute position. Usually, at
least one additional bit is read, and generally c additional bits.
This way system redundancy is increased and use of some
methods for code reading error detection is enabled. A con-
dition � � ���	�
 is always accomplished. Read code word
is in the following form ���������������������������������.

A transition is detected at the border of two elements. In
the ideal case, a number of consecutive ”1” or ”0” per one
bit equals 
. But, a deviation may occur due to not ideal
drift of code elements on code track. After the reading of to-
tal output code, its conversion into natural code is done. A
generator of used PSBSs starts from the code word that cor-
responds to initial ”0” position, on the code track. Generator
core is a shift register with appropriate feedback. With each
tact that conduces generating of next PSBS byte,
 tact from
the shift register are performed. A code identical to the one
that would be read in case of continuous MS movement from
the position ”0”, is obtained that way. In an ideal case, after
a certain number of register shifts, a code word identical to
the read one would be obtained. That correspondence could
be simply detected by digital comparator circuit. A number
of steps counted by a counter until the moment of correspon-
dence represents output position information in the natural
code. Unfortunately, as said before, an error would often oc-
cur in practice, and it is enough that one bit is read from
�
��� detectors and the PSBSs generator will not generate
such code word, thus, a correspondence will not be detected.

This is why a digital correlator is used, although it is a much
complex solution, but it solves the problem. Accuracy of the
detected code is increased introducing a greater value for 	.
Accuracy of correlator output does not depend much on the
accuracy of defining boundary locations of code elements.

In the reference [11], a possible realization is discussed. A
classic pseudorandom/natural code conversion is done using
a simple digital comparator. Additional fine position could
be defined based on the detected, defined transitions. Using
this procedure, measurement time would be reduced, which
is still not good enough for general-purpose encoders. Fur-
ther in the paper, this idea will be elaborated and with some
additional modifications, we will attempt to realize a solu-
tion where rough position for each new code reading is not
defined.

IV. Complete Solution Algorithm without Using
Permanent Code Reading During the MS
Movement

A realization of the electronic encoder block using discrete
electronic circuits is shown in Fig. 2. Of course, the same
function can be done using microprocessors and the appro-
priate software. Also, a realization using one of modern pro-
grammable logical circuits is possible. An example of a pos-
sible realization algorithm of a new solution proposed here
is shown in Fig. 3. The basic idea is to exclude the digital
correlator, separately from all the elements connected for the
purpose of achieving any correlation function. Although dig-
ital correlators are well known and commercially available,
in this case, they lead to a more complex system. In refer-
ence [11] it is pointed to a fact that with software realiza-

Fig. 2. High-resolution pseudorandom encoder with applied method
of parallel code reading
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Fig. 3. An example of an encoder realization using a microprocessor

tion, simpler techniques can be used rather than the accu-
rate and precise mathematical correlative ones. Our goal is
to achieve shorter time for PSBS reconstruction read from
the track, and then use of the well-known algorithm of pseu-
dorandom/natural code conversion. The other idea is not to
determine the rough position constantly, but only for certain
values of the fine position. The fine position is defined by
a number of rightmost photodetectors that read a bit that is
not entirely included by the used circuit of photodetectors.
This way, without using any arithmetical operations, a mo-
mentary position of the movable system is directly obtained
with a fine position resolution defined by the distance of two
consecutive photodetectors in the photodetector array circuit.
For example, for the used 10 - bit PSBS and for 
=64 (64
photodetectors per one bit), 16 - bit output position informa-
tion is obtained by means of direct linking of 10 - bit code
conversion result and 6 bits of smaller weight that define a
number of photodetectors which detect next, not quite visi-
ble bit.

As it is shown in Fig. 3, a microprocessor defines the op-
eration of photodetector array circuit using control signals.
A reading of recorded PSBS sequence is done in a way that
series of voltage levels, which indicate a light intensity on
the corresponding elements of photodetector array, is lead to
the input of a comparator. That way, with a defined voltage
level Vp, this series of voltage levels is converted to a series
of logical ”0” and ”1” at the comparator output, that is then
lead to a serial microprocessor port. Afterwards, the micro-
processor does the functions according to the software whose
algorithm is shown in Fig. 4.

This way obtained bits are memorized and then ana-
lyzed. Memorized binary code word is in the form of
������������������������, considering that 
 consecutive
detectors are used for reading of one bit. However, as it is
previously mentioned, it is possible that some deviations oc-

Fig. 4. Algorithm of the proposed solution

cur - �������������������������. Detector ordinals are then
determined. Since nominal period (a number of detectors per
one bit) is known, a difference of two consecutive detector
ordinals is approximately �m, � � ��� �� ���� ��. All devia-
tions greater then this one can be updated, but the periods
between the transitions will be different afterwards. There
are other reasons why they will be different from nominal
period, but those deviations must not be great.

In any case, a calculation of period mean value is proposed
here. In the ideal case, obtained mean period (meaning the
integer part of the mean value) will be equal to the nom-
inal period. In reality, there will be deviations, and if they
are greater than the proposed value �, the user should be
informed. The system can track down those deviations and
perform diagnostics in part of additional functions. Based on
the estimated mean period, certain corrections are eventually
performed and the detector ordinals are determined. Fine po-
sition is now simply evaluated as a number of detectors that
are outside of the last determined transition. The MS move-
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ment direction is determined based of the previous value of
the fine position. When the boundary between bits is known,
it is easy to perform the reconstruction of the read part of
PSBS and then the pseudorandom/natural code conversion.
The value of the rough position is that way determined. Since
the rough position has the same values for a great number of
simultaneous code readings, there is no need for permanent
performing of this, according to the necessary time, the most
important part of the algorithm. It is being performed only
when fine position equals ”0”, or when higher fine position
value leap is detected. The latter ensures working in case of
leap of the output position whose fine position equals 0. Ac-
cording to a well - know problem of necessary position cor-
rection in case of parallel pseudorandom code reading [6],
rough position value is decreased by one in case of moving
to the left.

All the additional functions, such as error detection, er-
ror diagnosing, code track status recording (location and size
of dirt), are performed permanently, except in case when
new rough position value is determined. Also, with the first
passing through the algorithm after the turn on (parameter
� equals ”0”), the rough position is immediately determined
regardless to the fine position value. In the case of already
considered example �=17, 
=10 and the overall resolution
of 1 �m, required time for execution is now at least 10
times less. In case of 
 taking considerably higher values
respected to the pseudorandom code longitude (for instance,
�=10, 
=64), that acceleration is substantially higher.

V. Conclusion

The presented solution considerably decreases the basic
problem, which is a substantial time needed for the exe-
cution of the position measuring. The process of determin-
ing the fine and rough position is being divided based on
the recorded pseudorandom code, and now, all known pseu-
dorandom/natural code conversions can be directly applied,
which results in 10 times higher acceleration in relation to
the already known solutions and methods in this field. What
is proposed here is occasional determining of the rough po-
sition, which gives space for realization of many additional
functions without increasing the maximal time for the execu-
tion of the algorithm.
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